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Abstract. The problems of self-timed behavior specification and verification are considered on the basis of an 
event model-Change Diagram (CD). The descriptive power of a CD model is demonstrated by comparing the 
CD with Signal Transition Graphs (STG). CD differs from STG by two types of causal relations (AND and OR) 
between events (in STG only AND-relation is presented). CD verification is shown to be reducible to an analysis 
of precedence and concurrency properties for events. These properties are hard to analyze directly by a cyclic 
CD . We suggest that the cyclic description be replaced by an equivalent acyclic one (called an unfolding) in order 
to solve the analysis problem. The notion of CD correctness is introduced, and the necessity and sufficiency of 
this notion for the implementation to be in self-timed class are shown. The polynomial algorithms for CD correct
ness verification are considered . 

1. Introduction 

Specification and analysis of self-timed circuits (STC) 
behavior constitute the intersection point of the interests 
of hardware designers and researchers who develop 
formal models of concurrency. 

Among the models that have been sufficiently well 
studied, one may refer to the so-called global models 
which employ partially ordered sets of complete states 
of the circuit (i.e. , values of the signals involved) . 
Transition diagrams (TD) for Muller model [1] as well 
as trees of markings for Petri net [2] are examples of 
this kind. They provide rather comprehensive descrip
tions that contain the full information about the feasi
ble states of the system. 

With the growing dimensions of the circuit, 
however, the completeness of the description becomes 
a burden rather than an advantage as the description 
complexity (number of states) increases exponentially. 

To reduce the representation complexity the event
based models were introduced: signal transition graphs 
(STG) [3], Petri net graphs [2], traces [4], and event
structures [5]. They specify the process by the local 

transitions of the components of a state. Usually these 
models are used only to specify the circuit behavior, 
while the problems of analysis and synthesis are quite 
difficult and can be solved only by the relevant global 
state description. 

In recent CAD systems for STC [6], [7] their 
authors seek to overcome these challenges of analysis 
through the introduction of their own criteria of the 
circuit correctness. These attempts, however, ignore 
the important problem of the criteria consistency with 
Muller's fundamental principles. As a result, the class 
of implementable processes becomes artificially con
strained, as some serviceable circuits are rejected as 
incorrect (as for semimodular takeover circuits con
sidered in [3], [8], [9]). 

The only possibility, we believe, to avoid such pit
falls is to impose a requirement to consider as correct 
all the event-based specifications which are equivalent 
to semimodular TD, so that the class of serviceable 
circuits is not restricted unnecessarily . 

To provide an adequate event representation for the 
processes in STC, change diagrams (CD) were 
developed [10], [11]. This model allows the analysis 
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to be performed directly by the structure of a corre
sponding graph (without using global state models) . 

In this article we have the following major 
objectives: 

1. We try to present a succinct review of the major con
cepts and results relevant to the STC analysis in 
terms of Tn. 

2. We discuss an outline of a CD event model that can 
be used to represent semimodular circuits that are 
not distributive. 

3.  We plan to consider the main ideas, results and 
techniques of STC analysis based on CD represen
tation . Some aspects of using CD for STC design 
has already been presented in [11]-[14]. 

Note that in line with the Muller's classical theory 
we consider here, only autonomous circuits (i . e . ,  cir
cuits without external inputs or with fixed signal values 
on external inputs). This is quite reasonable because 
any control circuit can be implemented within a class 
of speed-independent circuits as an autonomous one 
with control units to be inserted in control circuit wire 
breaks (see [10] for greater details) . 

Direct specification of the "open" circuits would de
mand the introduction of some means of external non
determinism representation (e.g. ,  free choice in sm 
model [3]) . This, however, would increase the com
plexity of analysis and synthesis significantly (these 
problems are beyond the scope of this article) . 

2. Muller Model, Main Definitions and Results 

In the Muller model [1], [10], every circuit element 
is represented by a combination of a function generator, 
which implements the corresponding logic function in
stantly, and an undetermined time delay at the compo
nent output . All the delays of physical processes, that 
are involved in signal processing and transmission 
within an element and along the connecting wire prior 
to its fork, are taken to be reduced to the output delay. 
The skew of the wire delays after the fork is considered 
to be negligible (in practice the latter requires from the 
skew to be less than minimal gate delay) . A delay in
duced by a wire may be allowed for, if need be, by in
serting an auxiliary component into the wire break-a 
buffer. 

Note that down scaling of electronic components 
results in further growth of wire delays. Today it has 
become usual to say that a circuit is a set of wires inter
connected by gates. In this context, attention is focused 

on the circuits whose behavior is independent of the 
wire delays. Obviously it would be excessively op
timistic to hope that one might design a circuit which 
would be insensitive to the delays in all its wires, and 
in this respect one could only be thinking about secur
ing the validity of some theoretical hypothesis through 
technological means. Discussions along these lines 
usually lead to demands to make all the after-fork wire 
delays more or less identical (isochronous fork for ex
ample [6]), and after this the circuits could be declared 
delay-independent . 

For us it seems more natural to concentrate on the 
hypotheses about the wire and component delays and 
to keep squarely within the framework of the Muller 
theory, rather than pretend that we are dealing with a 
somewhat wider class of delay-insensitive circuits. 

Let us now recall several major concepts of the 
Muller theory. 

A circuit S is a set of gates {Zlo ... , Zm} with each 
gate input connected to strictly one gate output and with 
no two outputs interconnected between themselves. 

A state of a circuit at a given moment of time is a 
set of the signal values on the outputs of gates. Behavior 
of the i-th gate can be described by the Boolean equation 

Z( = }i(Zlo ... , Zi' ... , Zm), (1) 

where Zlo ... , Zi-lo Zi+lo ... , Zm are the values in the 
inputs of the i-th gate, Zi is the signal value of the gate 
output, z/ is its next value to replace the previous one, 
and }i(Zlo • . .  , Zm) is an inherent function of the i-th 
gate. 

A Muller model of circuit S (of n gates) is a set of 
n simultaneous equations of type (1) which describes 
the behavior of all the circuit gates. 

We would say that gate Zi is excited, if z/ � Zi' 
otherwise it is stable. Circuit goes from one state to 
another by switching the excited elements (excited 
elements are usually marked by a star (*) in the Boolean 
code of a state) . 

Formally circuit behavior can be presented by a tran
sition diagram (TD). 

Definition 1. An m-variable TD is an oriented graph 
such that its vertices are labelled by Boolean m-tuples 
(diagram states), its edges correspond to the NEXT 
relation (-+ ) between the adjacent vertices, and that two 
following conditions are met: 

1 .  If state u = (u1 , ... , �) directly precedes state 
- ( 1 

.. m ) th d" i h 
i W - w, . . .  , w , en every IgltU, w ereu 

differs from wi 
is considered to be excited and 

hence marked by * in u; 



2 .  For every subset B = (w i l, . . . , wik) of the ex
cited digits in u = (ul, . . •  , Ii") there exists a state 
w = (wl, ... , W") such that w i = ui if ui does 
not belong to B, and Wi 

= iii, if ui belongs to B. 
Accordingly u -+ w. 

In terms of Condition 1 (Definition 1) in TD, tran
sition between states is performed through changes of 
excited variables, while Condition 2 indicates that we 
have no information about the time needed for a 
variable to fire, hence the TD encompasses all the states 
induced by different distributions of these times. 

Figure 1 shows a simple circuit and the correspond
ing TD. 

Let us agree that state w is reachable (stepwise 
reachable) from state u, iff it is possible to form a se
quence of adjacent states starting with u and ending with 
w. In other words, state w is reachable from u iff in 
the TD there exists a path from u to w. The set of cir
cuit states reachable from the initial one is called the 
operational set. 

There exists, in general, two different ways of 
switching a gate from its excited state into a stable one. 
This can be achieved through either: 

1. the change in the gate output (Z i) after an interval 
equal to its switching delay, or 

2. the changes in the excited gate inputs that will make 
the input pattern consistent with the gate output (Z i) 
without changing this value. 

It is intuitively clear that the last way of removing 
the gate excitation is totally unsuitable for the circuits 
whose behavior should be independent of the gate 
delays. Indeed, depending on the speed of a partricular 
gate Z i' it may either to be switched, or it will be 
"late" and its excitation will be removed. In this case 
the gate behavior will obviously depend on the value 
of its delay. 

Definition 2. A circuit is termed semimodular with 
respect to its state u iff in every state reachable from 
u each excited gate can become stable only through a 
change of its output . 

In a semimodular TD transition of the type 1* -+ 1 
and 0* -+ 0 do not occur. The concept of semimodu
larity is borrowed from lattice theory and reflects the 
algebraic properties of the TD structure. 

One of the most fundamental results in self-timing 
consists in the following: to determine a correctness 
of a self-timed system it is sufficient to prove the 
semimodularity of its TD [1] , [10]. 
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Fig. 1. Non-semimodular circuit (a) and its transition diagram (b). 

For the semimodularity analysis let us point out the 
special "bad" states which are responsible for 
semimodularity faults. 

A state v of circuit S is to be called a conflict state, 
iff there are two variables Zj and Z i excited in v, and 
after Zj firing variable Z i will toggle into the stable state 
without changing its output . 

Now we are ready at last to formulate a result which 
was first proved in [1]. This result underlies most of 
the common TD-based algorithms for STC analysis. 

If a circuit is not semimodular with respect to state 
u, there exists a conflict state that is stepwise'reachable 
from u. 

Thus, in a circuit whose TD is shown in figure 1, 
it is sufficient to establish that states 10*0* and 0*10* 
are conflict ones. These states are stepwise reachable 
from initial state 1 *1 *1. Therefore this circuit is not 
semimodular wrt the 1 * 1 * 1. 

Semimodular circuits constitute probably the widest 
class of the speed-independent circuits for which a 
"local criterion" of correctness does exist. 

Further study of the semimodular circuit class results 
in restrictions on the types of parallelism that we allow 
to happen. 

In semimodular circuit it might be impossible to re
capitulate entirely the past history of circuit excitation. 
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Fig. 2. Non-distributive semimodular TD (a) and its circuit implementation (b). 

Thus, in TD (figure 2b), corresponding to a circuit 
figure 2a, one can see that the change of signal c into 
1 is caused either by transition of b into 1 or by con
current transition of signal a into 1. As a result it is 
impossible to restore unambiguously which event has 
switched the element c. 

Inhibition of such situations leads to the notion of 
distributive circuits. Similar to the conflict property, 
faults of distributivity can be associated with the con
crete states also. 

A state w is called detonant wrt variable Zj, iff there 
exists a pair of states u and v which are directly next 
to w (i .e. , w -+ u, W -+ v) so that Zj is stable in state 
wand is excited in both states v and u. 

Definition 3. TD (and, hence, a corresponding circuit) 
is distributive wrt state u, iff each state v reachable from 
u is not a conflict one and is not detonant in each of 
its variables. 

In the theory of concurrency, the class of distributive 
processes is widespread. Most event-based models can
not specify semimodular processes that are not 
distributive as well. In other words, they offer no means 
for dealing with ambiguity of local past history. 

Hence, analyzing the S'IC behavior means determin
ing whether the operational set includes conflict or 
detonant states. 

The results of the analysis and synthesis of processes 
and circuits based on TD are discussed in [10] in a 
relatively comprehensive manner. 

3. Change Diagrams and STC Specification 

The barrier of exponential complexity in specification 
and analysis by global state models caused the use of 
more compact event-based models. 

The most popular event specification is the Signal 
Transition Graph (STG) model [3]. Our investigations 
were carried out simultaneously with STG studies and 
resulted in developing of the original Change Diagram 
(CD) model. For better understanding of CD we will 
try to compare them with the STG approach. 

Which are the main shortcomings of STG studies 
from our point of view? 

1 .  For STG the necessary and sufficient correctness 
conditions that provide self-timed property for the 
implementation (in semimodular sense) have not 
been obtained. 

Thus, for example, in all the works there was a 
necessary demand for STG to be safe. This demand 
was erroneously considered as being connected with 
a nature of self-timed implementation, but it is easy 
to see that it is not true. In figure 3a one can see 
an STG example Dl, where two tokens appear at arc 
(+d, +b) as a result of a sequence +a+d+e-d-a+d 
occurrence (which is safety failure), but it is easy 
to restore semimodular TD Cl based on this STG 
that corresponds to self-timed circuit . 

The persistency property also seems to be redun
dant. Consider graph D2 in figure 4a, in which the 
persistency conditions are violated for the couple 
+a, +b. After the change +a occurrence token ap
pears at arc (+a, +b). If the delay of the change 
+b is considerable, the change -a can occur earlier 
than the change +b. In [3] it was interpreted as exci
tation removing of element b that led to semimodu
larity fault. In spite of this one can easily obtain the 
logic equations of correct self-timed circuit by the 
corresponding TD C2: 

a = b* c V a* c, b = c V a, c = a V b*c. 
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Fig. 3. Unsafe correct CD (a) and its TD (b). 
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Fig. 4. Unpersistent CD (a) and its TO (b) (''take-over'' phenomenon). 

2. The second remark is closely connected with the 
first one. Due to the lack of necessary STG correct
ness condition the question on STG descriptive 
power has not been stated yet in any work. The for
mal characteristics of the class of processes de
scribed by STG are not obtained. 

3. There are no ways in which STG can specify not 
completely cyclic processes. These processes are 
well known to designers as being correspondent with 
circuits which have some initial set-reset mode 
before coming into operating mode. 

4. Process description using STG is also impossible 
when the relations between the events are of OR type 

(e.g., see change c in TD in figure 2, b). More for
mally, STG cannot specify the processes that are 
semimodular but not distributive. 

Bearing these shortcomings in mind, we'll start the 
description of CD model. 

3.1. CD for Acyclic Processes 

Circuit operation consists of changing the values of 
signals at the outputs of its gates. It is convenient to 
term these changes as the events in the model. 

Consider now two types of the precedence relations 
(causal relations) that exist between events. 

1. A relation of strong precedence between events a 
and b (to be denoted as a � b - event b cannot 
occur without event a). 

2. A relation of weak precedence (a 1= b - event a 
may cause b to fire, but at the same time b may occur 
even without a). 

In the process specification only direct relations of 
weak (I- ) and strong (-+)  precedence is to be pointed, 
as usual. 

Evidently these two binary relations cannot specify 
all kinds of causal relations that really exist between 
events. Similar relations may occur between sets of 
events: {a, c} I- means that b fires after occurrence of 
a and c event, but it is possible for event b to fire with
out events a and c. These relations between sets of 
events can conveniently be reduced to binary relations 
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by introducing dummy events which do not correspond 
to any actual changes in the system. If such a dummy 
event is denoted by F, relation {a, c} f- b can be re
duced to a set of relations a -+ F, c -+ F, F f- b. 

The transformation of "multiple" relations to binary 
ones by introducing dummy events allows the events 
to be typified: we say that an event is of the AND (OR) 
type if all its input edges indicate -+ (f-) relation. 

In view of circuit orientation, any change can be con
veniently represented by (+x, j) or (-x, j), where x 
is the name of the signal, "+" or "-" is the sign of 
signal change with "+" for transition of x from 0 to 
1, and "-" for opposite transition of x (as only binary 
systems are considered here), and j is an index denoting 
the instance number of x change. (During the circuit 
operation the signal at the output of any gate can change 
repeatedly.) It is also useful to index dif ferent dummy 
events. 

In CD one or several initial events are indicated to 
start the process. 

The concepts we have just introduced are sufficient 
to describe acyclic processes, i.e., processes in which 
the same event can never happen twice. 

Definition 4. Acyclic CD is a quadruplet of the follow
ing form (A, I, -+, f- > where A is a set of events; 1 
is a set of initial events, each of which has no direct 
predecessors (I � A); and -+ and f- are relations of 
the strong and weak: precedence defined over the set 
of events. 

If only the strong precedence relation -+ exists be
tween the events, we call such CD a signal graph (SiG). 

a) 

Figures Sa and b show instances of CD in which 
the solid arrows correspond to -+ relations and the 
dotted arrows - to f-. 

3.1.1. Interpretation of Acyclic CD Operation. CD 
operation consists of either consecutive or concurrent 
occurrences of various events. An AND-type event is 
fired after the occurrence of all the events that are its 
direct predecessors, while the precondition of OR-event 
firing is an occurrence of at least one of such events. 
After an OR-type event takes place, occurrence of other 
direct predecessors do not initiate its repeated firing. 
This is fully in line with our understanding of how the 
gates operate in logic circuits. Indeed, let the gate im
plement the logic function z = x V y with initial state 
z = x = y = O. When signal x switches over from 0 
to 1 the gate is toggled (z changes from 0 to 1). Con
secutive changes of another input from 0 to 1 will no 
longer have any impact on the state of the gate output. 

At first only initial events are able to fire. 
From the rules of CD operation, it follows that oc

currence of one event cannot prevent another event from 
firing, i.e., CD model is inherently persistent. (Per
sistency is here understood in the usual sense of the 
theory of parallel processes. It will further transpire 
that the CD persistency does not prevent us from using 
the model to describe nonpersistent behavior, e.g., non
semimodular circuits.) 

The persistency implies that parallel processes in CD 
are adequately described by the set of feasible se
quences of events. A sequence of events in the change 
diagram is feasible if the order of events specified by 
this sequence can occur during CD operation. 

02: 

/ 
/ 

/ 

" / 

�g 
b) 

C 

Fig. 5. Examples of two CDs. 



We now introduce the concept of event reachability. 

Definition 5. An event a is reachable within a CD if 
there exists a feasible sequence that contains a. 

Consider now the causes that may make an event 
in the acyclic CD to be non-reachable. First, this may 
be due to the unconnectedness of the CD graph. 
Secondly, though we consider now acyclic processes 
only, the structure of the corresponding CD graphs has 
not been restricted in any way. In particular, a graph 
of acyclic CD is allowed to be cyclic. If an event belongs 
to a cycle of the CD graph that contains only the arcs 
corresponding to the strong precedence relation, then 
this AND-event is non-reachable. 

Another useful notion is that of conditional 
reachability, i.e., reachability of one event without 
realization of another. 

Definition 6. An event a is reachable within the CD 
without b iff there exists a feasible sequence that con
tains a, and does not contain b prior to a. 

A set of all reachable events is to be denoted as R 
and reachable without b - as Rib. For figure 5 R(Dl) 

= R(D2) = {+x, -y, +z, -p, +q}, but at the same 
time R(Dl/-p) = {+x, -y, +z}, while R(D2/-p) = 
{+x, -y, +z, +q}. 

Based on the reachability notion the liveness of CD 
is introduced. 

Definition 7. CD is live iff every event is reachable. 
Henceforth live acyclic CD as well as the events CD 

contains are to be called non-repeated. Events that can 
occur infinitely and their CD will be called cyclic. 

Let us tackle the problem of derivation of a set of 
reachable events for acyclic CD. 

Algorithm 1. DERIVATION OF THE SET OF 
REACHABLE EV ENTS OF AN ACYCLIC CD 

A natural approach to solving this problem is an 
iterative one. 

1. At step 1 include into R all the initial events. 
2. At step i include into R additionally all the events 

whose preconditions are realized through the occur
rence of the events that were included into R at the 
previous (i - l)th step. 

3. The algorithm is to be terminated if at the next step 
one fails to include into R at least one new event. 
The number of the algorithm steps is not larger than 
the number of CD events. 
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The algorithm complexity is 0(1) = 0(n2) where 
1 is a number of CD edges and n is the number of its 
vertices. 

Now to reduce the original CD to the live form one 
only has to remove from it all the non-reachable events 
with all the edges incident to them. 

3.2. Cyclic Processes 

In a system with a finite number of components the 
process must either begin to repeat itself or stop. 
Therefore the special means for repeated initiation of 
the same event should be supplemented in CD. Each 
such attempt is, however, prone to various pitfalls. 

To illustrate, consider the operational process of real 
circuit that is self-timed T-flip-flop (figure 6a). 

The circuit includes main (information) QI, Q2 and 
auxiliary fl, 12 flip-flops and the gates pI, p2 for 
rewriting the information from the main flip-flop into 
the auxiliary one. The element b is the indicator of tran
sient process termination, and input a is the com
plementing input of the device. 

At the initial state a = 0, Yl = Y2 = 1, Q 1 = p2 
= 0, Q2 = p = 1, b = 1. 

The counting phase begins with a signal a chang
ing into 1, which leads to setting of the auxiliary flip
flop (Y2 = pI, Yl = p2) and the information change 
in the main flip-flop (Ql = Y2, Q2 = Yl). The gates 
pI, p2 cut the auxiliary flip-flop off from the main one 
(PI = p2 = 1), and then the indicator changes its value. 

Resetting a phase is initiated by complementing in
put a transition into 0 and consists of the auxiliary flip
flop reset (Yl = Y2 = 1), setting of one gate into 0 
and of the indicator b change. Then a new counting 
phase begins with the opposite information state of the 
main flip-flop. 

It is easy to see that each change of the complement
ing input leads to the indicator state change, therefore 
the environmental behavior can be modelled simply by 
a delay (see figure 6a), that allows this device to be 
considered as autonomous. 

In the box in figure 6b we see CD representing two 
counting and reset phases of a T-flip-flop after which 
the circuit returns to the initial state and operational 
process is repeated. 

We need not invent something new for a formalism 
of event initiation. Let us mark the edge (+b, 2; +a, 1) 
with a token and consider it to be active. 

Active edge means that for event +a, 1 to occur for 
the first time there is no need to wait for +b, 2. Thus, 
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Fig. 6: Complementing (T -) flip-flop (a) and its CD-specification (b). 

in a cyclic process, activity indicates the initial condi- . 
tions. It can be seen as a means of further increase of 
the system memory depth, because in this way we make 
the system remember its "immediate" past. 

For the sake of initiated audience we would like to 
note that the idea of marking the CD edge activity is 
somewhat similar to the idea of markings in Petri nets. 
The former is, however, not meant to derive marking 
diagrams or some other global state specification. 
Moreover, the rules of activity changing for a CD are 
different from those for changing markings in a Petri 
net. 

Most real circuits have, however, some initial accel
eration period before entering into the operation cycle. 
Within this initial period , the circuit operates in a spe
cial manner, and its functioning is usually determined 

by initial set inputs that do not affect circuit operation 
afterward. Thus T-flip-flop is set (see figure 6a) into 
the appropriate initial state under zero signals at the 
input a and initial set inputs el, c2 (shown by dotted 
line) by changing el into 1. The change of gate pI value 
into 1 indicates the initial set completion after which 
the environment sets the input c2 value to 1 and starts 
the counting phase. 

For such behavior we need some representation 
means which would allow certain events to affect only 
the first occurrence of other events. We will term these 
relations disengageable ones and mark them in our 
diagrams by crosses on the corresponding edges (cf. 
event outside the box in figure 6b). 

For simplicity one can consider the initially ac
tive edges incident to vertex a as influencing all the 



occurrences of a from the second while a disengageable 
edge is influencing only the first occurrence of a. 
Assume that a disengageable edge cannot be initially 
active by convention. Disengageable inputs to OR
vertices are also proved to be redundant. 

Definition 8. CD is a sextuple of the form 

(A, I, -+, f-, M, L) where A is a set of events; I (a 
subset of A) is a set of initial events; -+ and I- are rela
tions of the strong and weak direct precedence; M is 
a subset of ( -+ U 1-), i.e., a set of initially active 
edges; and L (a subset of -+) is a set of disengageable 
edges with M n L = (/). 

Interpretation of Cyclic CD Operation 
In interpreting CD operation it is convenient to 

assume that edge activity may vary in the course of 
operation. 

In the corresponding graph a positive activity of edge 
i is to be indicated by mi tokens, while a negative ac
tivity will be represented by small circles (Imil in 
number). Although in principle it is possible to use an 
arbitrary initial marking whose components may be 
both negative or greater than 1, for STC characteriza
tion the "binary" initial marking is quite satisfactory. 

An AND-event may occur for the first time if all 
its in-edges have a positive activity. Subsequent occur
rences of AND-event are possible when all its non
disengageable in-edges are positively active. 

D5: 

D5-: Pi 
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Similar to what is happening in Petri nets as a result 
of such an occurrence, the activity of all the in-edges 
is reduced by 1, while the activity of all of its out-edges 
is increased by l. 

An OR-event can occur if at least one of its in-edges 
acquires a positive activity. Such an occurrence (as 
much as an AND-event happening) reduces the activ
ity of all the in-edges by 1 and increases the activity 
of all the out-edges also by 1. In this way occurrence 
of an OR-event may result in a negative activity of an 
in-edge that carried no tokens. After the occurrence 
of the input event of this edge, its negative activity equal 
to -1 becomes cancelled. The edge will become 
passive (m = 0) and will be incapable of firing the 
subsequent OR-event. In other words, tokens and circles 
on the CD graph edges "annihilate" by the piece. 

Consider an example presented in figure 7. One of 
the feasible sequences there is e, a, b, d, c, J, a, c, d, 
b, .. . .  

After d has occurred for the first time, the activity 
of edge (c, d) comes to be -1. When event c occurs, 
the (c, d) activity will return to O. After the second fir
ing of c, this activity will become 1, and this may cause 
d to occur for the second time. 

Introduction of the additional means for cyclic CD 
representation (active and disengageable edges) was 
done to be as economical as possible without losing 
the capability to represent real-life processes. But 
despite this, the descriptive power of the model has 

a) 

b) 

P2 

2 3 
�I 

f a. •• • 

I 

Fig. 7. CD with OR-event (a) and its unfolding (b). 
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proved to be greater than dictated by practical re
quirements. Indeed, we can use the disengageable edges 
in specification of completely cyclic circuits (without 
initial settings), and in that case some links between 
circuit gates will seem to disappear during circuit 
functioning. 

To regulate the application of the disengageable 
edges we introduce the notion of weU10rmed CD. 

Definition 9. A CD is well-formed iff it meets the 
following three conditions: 

1. If the relation (a, b) is a disengageable one, then 
a is a non-repeated event; 

2. if a -+ c and b -+ c and a is a non-repeated event, 
then either b is also non-repeated, or edge (a, c) 

is a disengageable one; and 
3. there are no OR-relations between non-repeated and 

cyclic events (i.e. , if a I- b and a is non-repeated, 
then b is also non-repeated). 

Conditions 1 and 2 restrict the possibility of using 
disengageable edges only between the initial and the 
cyclic parts of CD, while Condition 3 provides some 
additional information about the way these two parts 
may be interconnected. 

The class of well-formed CD is not only well 
organized, it also possesses a very important feature: 
the constraints introduced in its definition do not restrict 
its representation power. This is formally evolved in 
the following Proposition [14]: 

Proposition 1. For each CD there exists an equivalent, 
well-formed CD. 

Therefore only well-formed CD will be considered 
further. 

4. CD Properties and Analysis of CD Properties and 
Analysis of CD Correctness 

4.1. Acyclic CD Properties 

In Section 3.1 we discussed the problem of reachabil
ity of an event in acyclic CD. Now we will consider 
two other important properties of CD related to the 
ordering of events and their concurrency. These prop
erties are fundamental for CD. Based on these, the no
tion of CD correctness will be introduced which 
characterizes the self-timing nature of the correspond
ing CD processes. We will start with acyclic CD first, 
due to the simple formalization of these properties in 
this case. 

The major points of Section 4.1 are: 

1. in an acyclic CD, event a strongly precedes event 
b iff b cannot occur without a; 

2. events a and b of an acyclic CD are concurrent (i.e. , 
potentially concurrent) i f f  they can occur 
independently; 

3. the analysis of the strong precedence and the con
currency relations can be done quite efficiently on 
the basis of derivation of "conditional" reachabil
ity sets. 

Definition If). In an acyclic CD, event a strongly 
precedes event b (a � b) iff in any feasible sequence 
containing b, event a is present before b. 

Relation � is clearly generated by the transitive 
closure of -+ . Thus, in figure Sa +x -+ -y -+ +z -+ 
+q and hence +x � +z and +x � +q. One can prove 
[14] that in SiG relation � coincides with the tran
sitive closure of -+ . For CD containing OR-vertices, 
however, this is not so. In our example from figure 5b 
+x � +q, but this statement cannot be derived from 
the relation -+ alone. 

We now introduce the concept of concurrency of 
events which captures the possibility of several signals 
in the circuit changing in parallel. 

Definition 11. Events a and b of an acyclic CD are 
concurrent (allb) iff they are both reachable and 
neither strongly precedes the other (i.e. , a =P band 
ba). 

Directly from Definitions 10 and 11 it follows that 
events a and b are concurrent if there exist two feasi
ble sequences in one of which a precedes b and another 
in which b precedes a (s1 = . . . a ... b ... , s2 = 
. .. b ... a ... ). 

Our next statement is of major importance for the 
CD analysis, as it interrelates the concepts of the strong 
precedence and concurrency with the concept of 
reachability. 

Proposition 2. 
1 .  Event a strongly precedes event b iff a and bare 

both reachable and b is not reachable without a. 

2 .  Events a and b are concurrent iff a and b are 
reachable without one another (i.e. , a E Rib and 
b E Ria). 

Proof As concurrency happens to be the negation of 
the precedence, property validity of Proposition 2 can 
be proved by proving the validity of any one of its 
statements (e.g. , the first one). 



1. Necessity . Let a � b. Assume also that b E RIa. 
According to the definition of Ria there exists a feasi
ble sequence g so that b is in g, but a is not. From 
the existence of this sequence and persisten<,y of CD, 
it follows that one can construct a sequence s, such 
that it contains a, s = g, t, a, (where t is some se
quence) and hence the fuct that in this sequence b 

occurs earlier than a contradicts our assumption 
a � b. 

2 . Sufficiency . As b is not in Rla,there must be no 
feasible sequence t, b such that it contains a. This, 
however, implies that in any feasible sequence that 
contains both a and b event a occurs earlier than b 

and, hence, a � b. 

Proposition 2 forms the basis of Algorithm 2. 

Algorithm 2. ACYCLIC CD ANALYSIS 

Let an a<,yclic CD contain n events al> . . .  , an and 
1 edges. 

Assume that the algorithm provides the information 
about the relations that exist between each pair of events 
(aj, aj), i ¢ j. In view of the symmetric nature of the 
relation II and of the antisymmetric nature of � ,  we 
can consider only (aj, aj) for which i > j. 

Step 1. Construct the set R of reachable events. 
Step 2. For each live (reachable) event aj derive the 

set of events that are reachable without it, i.e., Rlaj. 
Step 3. For each pair of live events (aj, aj), i > j, 

check whether aj is in Rlaj or not. 

If aj � Rlaj then aj � aj 
if aj E Rlaj' while aj � Ria;, then aj � aj' and 

fInally 
if aj E Rlaj and, similarly, aj E Rlaj, then aj II aj. 

Let us evaluate the time complexity of this algorithm. 
As already mentioned earlier, Step 1 requires 0(1) = 
0(n2) actions. The same goes for the complexity of a 
single set Rlaj derivation, and we have to construct n 
of such sets. 

To check whether aj belongs to Rlaj or not in Step 
3, one needs O(const) operations, if Rlaj is presented 
as an ordered one, and it is required to perform 0(n2) 
of such checks. Therefore an overall complexity of the 
algorithm is 

S = 0(1) + n*O(1) + 0(const)*0(n2) = 0(n3). 

Before we start asking ourselves how satisfuctory this 
algorithm is let us recall that in SiG the strong 
precedence relation is the transitive closure of -+, thus 
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the derivation of the ordering relations for SiG can be 
reduced to the construction of the graph transitive 
closure. 

The algorithm suggested by Warshall [15] seems to 
be the simplest algorithm of this kind, its complexity 
being 0(n3). But even the most rapid of the known 
algorithms for computing transitive closures (e.g., the 
algorithm due to Schenhage [15]) can boast of com
plexity only slightly smaller than 0(n3). 

The discussion above suggests that: 
1. There is no reason to hope that it would be possible 

to develop an algo�thm for the analysis of � and 
II of an a<,yclic CD that will work essentially fuster 
than in 0(n3) steps. 

2 .  The suggested algorithm is fust enough and is effi
cient enough to treat specifIcations of large size. 

4.2. Cyclic CD Properties 

4.2.1. Preliminaries. In a<,yclic CD the order of the 
event fIring and the position of events in the graph are 
intimately related. The closer an event is to initial ver
tices, the sooner this event may occur. In other words, 
a � b means that event a is located "between" initiators 
and b in the CD graph. 

Let us now consider <,yclic CD. In these, for each 
two vertices a and b, there exists a path from a to b 

and back from b to a. Moreover, as we allow to work 
with unsafe CD, the methods that defIne ordering rela
tions in terms of simple <,ycles are useless here. 

It seems intuitively clear that to analyze a <,yclic 
process, it would be advisable to break the <,ycles and 
thus transform the process into an a<,yclic one. Mean
while a simple opening of the CD graph by removing 
of some of its edges, will inevitably lead to a loss of 
information, as in this graph each vertex would occur 
but once in contrast to the <,yclic graph, where it would 
occur an infInite number of times. 

Therefore, instead of merely breaking the <,ycles we 
need to unfold the process itself in a way that will 
transform it into an a<,yclic one. Such an acyclic counter
part (to be called CD unfolding) should be infInite, and 
each cyclic event in it should be represented by an in
fInite number of entries. As a <,yclic CD specifIes either 
a periodic or a quasi-periodic (periodic after a moment 
of time) process, in order to analyze its properties it 
would be sufficient to consider an initial segment of 
the unfolded process only. 
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The major points of Section 4.2 are: 

1. We give a definition of unfolding and prove its quasi
periodicity (Section 4.2 .2). This means that any un
folding of CD consists of some periods, which begin 
to repeat themselves in the worst case from the 
(n + l)th period, where n is the number of events 
in CD. In many practical cases periods begin to 
repeat themselves from the second period. 

2. In Section 4 .2.3 we generalize notions of the strong 
precedence and the concurrency relations for cyclic 
processes. Event a strongly precedes event b iff each 
i-th instantiation of b is "squeezed" between i-th and 
(i + l)th instantiations of a. Similar to the acyclic 
case the concurrency relation is the negation of the 
strong precedence relation. To analyze both of these 
relations we need to consider the two first periods 
of the unfolding only. 

3 .  In Section 4.2 .4 we consider the boundedness and 
connectedness properties of CD. These reflect the 
finiteness of memory which we need to implement 
a CD specification. To analyze both of these prop
erties we need only n periods of the unfolding (in 
the worst case). 

4. Finally, in 4 .2.5 we give a polynomial algorithm to 
analyze the concurrency and the strong precedence 
relations for cyclic CD as well as their boundedness 
and connectedness. 

4.2.2. CD Unfolding. In a cyclic CD events can be 
repeated infinitely. The k-th occurrence of event a will 
be called its k-th instantiation and be denoted as d'. 
The CD unfolding can be seen as an acyclic process 
in which each event is non-repeated and corresponds 
to a single instantiation of an event of the original CD. 
Let us now list the rules of unfolding in exact fonilal 
terms. 

Algorithm 3. RULES OF CD UNFOLDING. 

1. Each instantiation of an event in the cyclic CD D 
generates in its unfolding D - a unique vertex 
labelled by the same name but with an upper index 
equal to the serial number of instantiation. 

2. If event a is an initial event in D, then its first in
stantiation al is also an initial event in D -. 

3 .  The set of vertices with the i-th upper index (cor
responding to the i-th instantiations of events) forms 
the i-th period Pi of the unfolding. 

4. Relations between vertices of the unfolding D - are 
derived according to the following rules: 

4.1. ai -+ bi (d r bi), iff a -+ b (a r b) and edge 
(a, b) is neither disengageable nor initially ac
tive in D; 

4.2 . al -+ bl, iff a -+ b and edge (a, b) is not ini
tially active in D; 

4.3 . d -+ bi +l (ai r bi +1) iff a -+ b (a r b )  and 
edge (a, b) is initially active in D; 

4 .4 .  ai -+ d+l (this relation reflects the ordering of 
i-th and (i + l)th instantiations in the specified 
process, and the corresponding edge will be 
omitted in the unfolding graph if this relation 
follows from the orderings between other 
events). 

Definition 12. The unfolding of CD D is the acyclic 
diagram D - constructed by rules 1-4 listed above. 

Figure 7b shows an unfolding of the cyclic CD from 
figure 7a where different periods are separated by 
vertical, dotted lines. As at the initial moment edges 
(c a) (d a) and (b, a) were active in the first period, , , " 

. . 1 I I I there are no edges connecting c and a ,d and a , 
and bl and al. Edge (e, a) is disengageable, and hence 
it is accounted for only in the first period P I as the 
edge between el and al . Moreover, event e is a non
repeated one, and hence it is instantiated only in P l' 

Next, let us discuss several properties of unfolding 
that have been proved useful in the subsequent analysis 
of CD. 

Property 1. The set of events Ai of the i-th period Pi 
of the unfolding is a subset of the set of events Ai -l of 
the (i - I)-th period Pi -1• 

The validity of this statement follows from the un
folding rules. It implies in particular that all live events 
are reachable in the first period of the unfolding. 

Property 2. If the set of events of the i-th period of the 
unfolding coincides with that of the (i - I)-th period, 
then the (i + 1)-th period coincides with the i-th one 

(Le., Ai = Ai -l implies that Pi = Pi +1)' 

Proof The definition of CD implies that if bl -+ �j 
(bl r aj), j = I or (I + 1), then bl+1 -+ aJ+1 
(bl +1 r aj+1) for any j > 1, and hence to prove that 
Pi = Pi+I it is sufficient to prove that Ai = Ai +1' 
Assume that Ai ¢ Ai+l' Then according to Property 1: 
I Ail > I Ai +1l .  In the sequence s = tI> • • •  , ti +I> where 
tj contains all the events from Aj and only i'r?m Aj 
(such s does exist, as by the rules of CD operation all 
the events which directly affect an occurrence of event 



aj belong to Aj U Aj-I), select the first event ai such 
that ai+1 is not in Ai+1 • If occurrence of ai depends 
directly on the occurrence of bi-1 from Ai-b then from 
Ai = Ai-1 it follows that bi also belongs to s. Therefore 
all the events on which the occurrence of ai+1 depends 
should be in s, and the sequence sa; +1 is feasible 
which contradicts our assumption that ai+1 does not 
belong to Ai+l . 

A coronary to this statement is the quasi-periodicity 
of an unfolding which means that from some moment 
of time its periods repeat one another completely. In 
our example of figure 7 the unfolding begins to be 
periodic starting with the second period. 

Property 3. Periods of the unfolding begin to repeat 
themselves no later than from the (n + l)-th period, 
where n is the number of events in the original CD (i.e., 
for any CD Pn+1 = Pn). 

Proof Let Pn+2 :;e Pn+1' Then Properties 1 and 2 im
ply that JAil > I A21 > ... > I An +11 > lAnd, 
which contradicts the condition I A I I = n. 

4.2.3. Concurrency and Precedence Relations in 
Cyclic CD. Now we are ready, at last, to deal with the 
problems of precedence and concurrency of the events 
in cyclic CD. 

As instantiations of events are intrinsically unique, 
and unfolding represents the acyclic process, the con
cepts of concurrency and precedence may be easily ex
tended to the unfolding. 

Return to figure 7. For the CD presented there 
bl � b2 � b3 � . . .  , a1 � dl, dl � b2, d1 II b l, 
d2 II b2, etc. 

Let us introduce the notion of cyclic events concur
rency in terms of concurrency relations between their 
instantiations. 

Definition 13. Two events of a cyclic CD are concur
rent, iff some of their instantiations are concurrent (i.e., 
a II b, iff there exist ai and bj such that ai II bj) . 

Such a defmition of concurrency obviously satisfies 
our intuitive understanding of the potential parallelism 
of events. It is somewhat more difficult, however, to 
infer what should be the reasonable definition of the 
strong precedence for a cyclic CD. 

Assume that events a and h are not concurrent. From 
the definition of concurrency it follows directly that 
every two instantiations of these events are to be 
ordered, i.e. , that either ai � bj or bi  � ai for all 
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i, j. But it is not at all clear whether this ordering always 
should be consistent, i.e., should it always be that 
ai � bi for some fixed i and j implies that for an 
k aiH � bj+k? 

Property 4. If two live events a and b of well-formed 
CD D are not concurrent and a is instantiated for the 
first time earlier than h (i.e. , al � hi), then in every 
period of the unfolding a is instantiated earlier than b: 
a1 � hi � a2 � b2 � . . .  � ai � M. 

(The proof of this property is rather cumbersome 
and has consequently been placed in the Appendix). 

Now we are at last ready to define the precedence 
relation of the CD events. 

Definition 14. Event a strongly precedes event b in a 
wen-formed cyclic CD (a � b), iff for every instantia
tion ai ai � bi and if ai+1 exists then bi � ai+l, i.e. , 
each i-th instantiation of b occurs between the i-th and 
the (i + l)-th instantiations of a. 

Under such a definition in a well-formed CD the 
strong precedence relation also turns out to be the nega
tion of the concurrency relation as in acylic CD (which 
follows from Property 4). 

Now we are prepared to formulate and prove a 
proposition that plays a major role in the analysis of 
cyclic CD. 

Proposition 3. To analyze concurrency and strong 
precedence relations between events a and b of a wen
formed CD it is necessary and sufficient to consider 
the two first periods of its unfolding only. 

Proof The necessity of the proposition statement 
foHows directly from the definition of the relation � .  

Sufficiency. By definition a � h i f  ai � M, while 
b l � a2 implies that hi � ai+l for any i ;;:: 1. There
fore, by the analysis of the two first periods of an unfold
ing it is always possible to determine the precedence 
relation between any two events of a well-formed CD. 
Moreover, as in a well-formed CD the concurrency is 
a negation of precedence relation it can be also estab
lished from the two first periods of an unfolding. 

4.2.4. JJoundedness and Connectedness of CD. We 
allow for unsafe activity to occur during CD operation. 
But if activity grows infinitely, then it is impossible to 
implement such CD as a system with a finite number 
of states as it would require an unbounded memory. 
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Figure 8a suggests an example of a CD that im
plements a weakly-synchronized process. Sub-process 
c, d is independent of sub-process a, b, but sub-process 
a, b cannot happen more often than c, d. If the rate 
of c, d realization is greater than that of a, b, then in 
order to keep track of how many times a, b has to be 
performed to catch up with c, d one would need an in
finite memory. In terms of the suggested model it means 
that the activity on the edge (c, d) may grow infinitely. 

During CD operation negative activity on the edges 
corresponding to relation f-- may also grow infinitely. 

Hence, we need both to define and analyze the prop
erty of boundedness. 

Definition 15. CD is bounded if during its operation 
activity of its edge does not grow infinitely. 

An edge is k-bounded iff no more than k tokens or 
circles can be accumulated on it. 

Property 5. In a well-formed CD a strong (weak) 
precedence edge (a, b) is not k-bounded iff bl II ak+1 
(al II bk+I) . 

Proof Necessity. Assume that the strong precedence 
edge (a, b) is not k-bounded, but bl � ak+l • Then by 
Property 4 bi � ak+i and in any feasible sequence s 
that contains m instantiations of event a there should 
be m-k instantiations of event b. Now, according to the 
rules of activity changing in a CD, the (a, b) edge ac
tivity cannot be higher than k, which contradicts our 
assumption that the edge is not k-bounded. 

Sufficiency. Assume that bl II ak+1 with a -+ b. Then 
in line with the definition of the event concurrency there 
must exist a feasible sequence s = t ], �+I, t2, bl . Due 
to ak+1 is the (k + l)-th instantiation of event a and bl 
is the first instantiation of b, events aI, ... , ak must 
belong to t l while bi should not be in both t l and t2 
for any i > 0. Then as a result of the sequence t ], ak+1 
activity of the edge (a, b) will be k + 1 and so this 
edge is not k-bounded. 

The proof of Property 5 for a weak precedence edge 
is similar to the one above. 

Corollary of Property 5. A strong (weak) precedence 
edge (a, b) in a well-formed CD is unbounded iff 
bl II an (al II bn) where n is the number of CD events. 

The proof of this statement is a consequence of the 
obvious fact that edge (a, b), which is not n-bounded, 
is also unbounded. 

The following proposition is based directly upon 
these properties. 

Proposition 4. Well-formed CD boundedness analysis 
can be performed by analysis of n first periods of the 
unfolding. 

The concept of CD connectedness is a generaliza
tion of the concept of boundedness. It means that if any 
CD event is hampered in firing the whole process will 
sooner or later be halted. For the completely cyclic SiG 
(CD with only AND vertices) this property coincides 
with the standard graph-theoretic notion of underlying 
graph strong connectedness (unconnectedness of graph 
leads to unconnectedness of CD also). For arbitrary 
CD, however, the difference appears: 

1. In CD with initial part (CD graph from figure 6b 
is not strongly connected, but this CD is a connected 
one). 

2. In CD with OR vertices (CD graph from figure 8a 
is strongly connected, but if event b is hampered, 
the process will not halt, and thus CD is uncon
nected according to our understanding). 

Definition 16. CD is connected if without an arbitrary 
instantiation of any event only a limited number of 
events can occur, i.e., for an arbitrary a the set Rlaj 
is finite for any instantiation d. 

In most of the cases such unconnectedness is due 
to some design slip-ups and hence it would be 
reasonable to check this property in CD. 

Similar to Proposition 4 it can be easily proved: 

Proposition 5. Connectedness of a well-formed CD can 
be analyzed by consideration of n periods of its 
unfolding. 

4.2.5. Analysis of Cyclic CD. For a cyclic CD, it must 
be analyzed for being live, well-formed, bounded, con
nected and how to derive its strong precedence and con
currency relations over the set of feasible events. 

All the algorithms for such an analysis are based 
on the idea of reducing the cyclic CD analysis to its 
acyclic unfolding verification. 

Algorithm 4. CYCLIC CD ANALYSIS. 

Step 1. Construct the first two periods of the un
folding. During the construction of the first period we 
analyze simultaneously whether the CD is live or not 
and determine all the reachable events. CD is analyzed 
for being well-formed. 

Step 2. For every bl from Al construct the sets of 
conditional reachability Rlbl . To determine concur
rency and strong precedence relations analyze the first 
two periods of Rlbl (Rllbl and R2/b2).  
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Fig. 8. Unbounded and unconnected CDs with strongly connected (a) and not strongly connected (b) underlying graphs. 

Fig. 9. Unconnected CD with unconnected underlying graph. 

Step 3. Checking whether the CD is bounded and 
connected can be performed simultaneously with deter
mination of sets R/b1 (R/b1 

= Rlb1 n Pj).  The CD 

is unconnected if any Rnlb1 is not empty. To speed up 
the test one can capitalize on the fact that if for some 
j the sets R/b1 

= Rj_1lb1 � 0 then the CD is not 
connected. Moreover, this CD is unbounded if some 
event a such that an+l belongs to Rn+llb

1 is connected 
to b by the non-disengageable edge (a -+ b).  

In table 1 we indicate the analysis complexity of all 
the CD properties that may be of interest to us. 

This table testifies that the analysis of all the rele
vant properties of CD is indeed possible in practical 
terms. 

Evidently, most of the properties we considered can 
be analyzed concurrently. Then the overall complexity 
of the analysis is dictated by the complexity of the 
boundedness test. Thus, it would be quite fair to state 
that the upper bound of the time complexity of the anal
ysis of a cyclic CD is O(n4) .  

7able 1. Complexity for analyzing CD properties (in the worst case). 

n is the number of CD events, I is the number of its edges, 

k is the degree of its boundedness. 

Complexity Underlying 

Properties Order Proposition 

Liveness 0(1) Property I 
Strong Precedence 

and Concurrency O(n3) Proposition 3 

Well-formedness O(n2) Definition 9 Directly 

Boundedness O(i*n2) Proposition 4 

CD Degree of 

Boundedness O(k*l*n) Property 5 

Connectedness O(i*n2) Proposition 5 

4. 3. Correctness of Circuit Change Diagrams 

All the properties of CD that we have considered do 
not offer any immediate circuit interpretation. Their 
analysis in no way depends on a specific load of CD 
vertices and can be carried out for uninterpreted CD. 

Not every CD, however, can be associated with a 
process of switching the circuit gates. Indeed, any 
sequence of changes at the gate outputs of a binary 
circuit possesses the following feature of switchover 
correctness: after up transition of one signal only its 
down transition becomes possible. In CD this is not 
necessary, in general. 
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The second challenge of circuit interpretation of CD 
arises from the possibility of autoconcurrency of 
changes, i .e. , the possibility of concurrent changes of 
the same signal. Elementary examples of this autocon
currency are presented in figure 10.  

The case of +x II +x (see figure lOa) leads to viola
tion of switchover correctness as it makes possible the 
incorrect sequence of signal changes . . .  +x +x . . . . 

On the other hand, the case of +x II -x (see figure 
lOb) means, under the accepted interpretation, that the 
signal simultaneously attempts to be in state "0" and 
in the state "I." 

Generally speaking, the situation presented in fig
ure lOb may be interpreted as a testimony of a cir
cuit semimodularity failure. Some gate of this circuit 
may be, say, in state "I" and starts to toggle into state 
"0" (-x) , but fails to complete the change when it 
starts to toggle back into state "I" (+x) , producing, 

probably, a short output pulse. This, however, only 
brings to the fore the existing relationship between 
autoconcurrency and semimodularity. Moreover, if a 
pair of autoconcurrent signals (+x, J) and (-x, J) is 
preceded by at least one change of the same signal, 
say, (+x, 1 ) ,  then we have here another violation of 
switchover correctness as this makes feasible the se
quence . . .  (+x, 1) . . .  (+x, i) . . . . 

Therefore, interpretation of CD events in terms of 
changes in binary circuit introduces some means of con
flict representation into this originally non-conflict 
model. It is important that manifestations of these con
flicts are semantically related to concurrency and strong 
precedence relations. 

Definition 1 7. CD is correct iff it meets the following 
three conditions : 

1 .  Each feasible sequence of changes is switchover 
correct. 

2. The set of reachable events contains no autoconcur
rent changes. 

a) 

3. CD is connected (recall that connectedness property 
includes CD boundedness) . 

CD correctness is obviously necessary for the CD 
to specify a process that can be implemented by some 
circuit. 

Moreover, it was proved in [14] that there exists a 
one-to-one correspondence between the classes of cor
rect CD and semimodular TD. This fact provides a firm 
foundation that CD correctness criteria are necessary 
and sufficient for ensuring the possibilities of im
plementation within the class of self-timed circuits. 

For correct SiG (CD with only AND-events) there 
also exists a one-to-one correspondence with the class 
of distributive TD [14] . This makes clear the seman
tics of OR-relation within CD: it is due to the OR
relation that the descriptive power of CD is expanded 
from distributive to semimodular processes. 

Let us consider briefly the problems of CD correct
ness analysis. 

We have discussed CD connectedness  and 
boundedness analysis already. Autoconcurrency 
analysis is a specific case of concurrency analysis as 
it involves concurrency of changes in the same signals. 
The information about concurrency and precedence 
relations between the events with the same names also 
provides an easy way of switchover correctness analysis. 

Therefore CD correctness analysis is based on the 
analysis of major properties already considered in Sec
tion 4 .  

5. Conclusion 

We have introduced the new original model-Change 
Diagram for specification and verification of self-timed 
circuits. Its main characteristic features are: 

1. CD specify one of the widest classes of self-timed 
processes-semimodular processes. 

b)  

Fig. ZO. Autoconcurrent situations in CD. 



2 .  For CD the necessary and sufficient correctness con
ditions are obtained which guarantee the possibil
ity of a self-timed implementation. 

3. The efficient polynomial algorithm of CD verifica
tion is developed on the basis of the unfolding 
notion. 

The CD language forms the basis of FORCAGE 3.0 
CAD system for self-timed circuits. The verification 
algorithm is implemented i.n the TRASYN module. 
CAD FORCAGE also includes subsystems for logic 
synthesis and analysis.  

OUr work can be extended in several directions. The 
considered approach has some limits in application to 
an "open" systems design. Extension of the model by 
means for description of an external nondeterminism 
needs further investigation. We are going to generalize 
the verification technique for the specification language 
of a higher level. 
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Appendix 

To prove Property 4 we first need two auxiliary lemmas. 

Lemma 1. let t be a set of events instantiations of a well
formed CD D. Assume also that t does not contain any 
event from the set of first instantiations A 1 and let t I 
be a such set that if ai belongs to t then ai-1 belongs 
to t '. Then from f} belonging to Rlt it foHows that bj-1 
belongs to Rlt '. 

Proof Let us assume that bj-1 is not in Rlt '. When bj 
is in Rlt it foHows that there should exist a feasible se
quence s = g, bi, in which g does not contain any 
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event from t .  Consider all the events in which the oc
currence of bi depends directly (we will denote them 

by cp , . . . , elk, 1m = j  - 1 or j, m = 1,  . . .  , k). 
Assume also that event b is represented in D by an 
AND-vertex. Then c!::" m = 1, . . . , k, belongs to g. 

If j > 2 then occurrence of bj-I depends directly 
only on the occurrence of c�m-l, m = 1, . . . , k. 
Therefore, the fact that bj-1 is not in Rlt ' implies that 
for some m c:-1 does not belong to Rlt '. 

If, on the hand, b in D has a disengageable in-edge, 
say, (d, b) (note that according to rule 1 of weU
formedness, d is always non-repeated) then for j = 2 
occurrrence of bj-1 can depend not only on the occur
rence of c�m-l, m = 1, . . . , k, but also on d1 . 

Note that event d is non-repeated in D, if d is either 
an initiator or there exists a non-repeated event e such 
that e -+ d. By rule 2 of weH-formedness, any event 
f such that f -+ e also should be non-repeated. 
Therefore, in a well-formed CD occurrence of a non
repeated event d can depend only on the occurrence 
of another non-repeated event, and hence d should be 
in Rlt ' (t ' does not contain non-repeated events) . Thus 
for j = 2 from bj-1 failing to be in Rlt ' foHows the 
existence of d,:-1 that is not in Rlt '. 

We may now consider the event d:::-1 and sequence 
t with c:-1 occurring in s = g, bi earlier than bj . 

By repeating the same arguments k times (k = Ig l )  
we will arrive at the conclusion that if  bj-1 � Rlt ', then 
the latter set cannot containfeither, wherefis the first 
event in the sequence s. As f is an initiator event this 
conclusion is contradictory and hence we have to con
elude that in contrast to our original hypothesis bj-1 
must be in Rlt '. The case when b is represented by an 
OR-vertex is conceptually similar to that under con
sideration. Lemma is proved. 

Lemma 2. Let t be a subsequence of a sequence u that 
is feasible in a well-formed CD. Assume also that t does 
not contain any events from the set of frrst instantia
tions AI ' Then there exists a feasible sequence that in
dudes a subsequence t '  such that if ai is the j-th com
ponent of t, then d-1 is the j-th component of t '. 

Proof Let u = v, t. Denote by v '  a feasible sequence 
that contains every event in Rlt ' and only these events, 
and let us prove the existence of a feasible sequence 
u ' = v ', t '. 

Let us consider the first event in sequence t - event 
ai• 

It is obvious that all the events �, . . . , df that 
happen to be immediate causes of the occurrence of 
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at should belong to Rlt (as testified by the existence of 
the sequence u = v, t, t = ai , ql) '  According to Lemma 
1 all the events cj?-l (kp > 1) should also belong to 
Rlt '. Moreover, as t does not contain any non-repeated 
event, Rlt ' should contain all the non-repeated events 
of D (cf. the proof of Lemma 1) and hence the sequence 
u{ = V i, ai-l should also be feasible. 

Let bj be the second event in t (t = ai, bj, Q2) '  Im
mediate causes of event bi  in u are dl1 , . . . , cr,: from 
v as well as probably ai • We know that u = v, t is 
feasible, and hence for all the events d[l , . . .  , d;: 
from v corresponding events dl1-1 , . . . , cr,:-1 (with 
rp > 1, p = 1, . . . , m) belong to Rlt '. So sequence 
ul ' = v ', ai-l contains all the immediate predecessors 
of bi-I , and hence sequence Uz = v ', ai-l , bi-1 is 
feasible. 

Similar arguments prove the feasibility of the se
quence u� = V i, t '  where n = I t ! that we were inter
ested in. 

Now it i.s straightforward to prove Property 4. 

Proof of Property 4. Indeed, if ak => hi(k :s; }) and for 
some i ;::: 1, �+i =fo, bj+i, then from the definition of 
the relation => it follows that the sequence h = qb 
�+i ,  q2 , ak+i exists and is feasible. Moreover, because 
the occurrence of bi+i cannot directly influence occur
rence of any d1 from AI .  one can always use h to con
struct s = tl o hi+i .  t2 , �+i based on the former with 
t2 not containing any event from AI ' But according to 
Lemma 2 this implies the existence of the sequence 
s '  = t{ , hi+i-1 • tz. �+i-l , and hence that ak+i-l =fo, 
bj+i-I . After repeating similar arguments the neces
sary number of times we will arrive at the contradic
tion with the condition � => bi. So from a1 => bl we 
immediately obtain a2 => b2• a3 => b3 , . . . . On the 
other hand events a and b are not concurrent and ac
cording to Property 1 hI => a2, b2 => a3, . • • •  Finally 

a1 => bl => a2 => b2 => . • •  ai => hi. The Property is 

proved. 
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